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Research question
How can games contribute in the evolvement of project managers by using Play Therapy
and projections through games?

Abstract
Children play with toys and anything they can lay their hands on from early stages and when
they grow up their play evolves and changes as the world becomes more complex. Through
play they learn useful skills and how to interact with others. But can a game be used in a
specific purpose? Is it possible to learn a specific skill set by playing a special game, like
The Island?
By conducting a questionnaire in the end, we were able to see how each player evolved
through the stages and how they became aware of their own impact on others. Focusing on
the game itself and then their own answers gave us information regarding the visible
behavior and then what impact it had on them individually.
In the end they were aware of the impact the group could have on them and their focus had
switched from a strategic play and uncertainty into focusing on how their own behavior
influenced the game and what effect their input might have had.

Introduction:
Working in multiple and different project groups in the MPM program, I’ve become more and
more interested in what makes a good team. Within each team emerged a different group
dynamic and each group developed its own subset of interactions. The program introduced
various games and tasks, the goal being to create an atmosphere of co-operation and
readiness to embrace each project or task with open mind as well as willingness to partake
in problem solving interaction.
Having worked for various companies in my career, I have noticed how differently the
emphasis on a good dynamic within the groups are. Many of my co-workers have
considered group play a waste of time and effort, with many claiming it’s “only for kids” or
“never results in anything of value”. Without anything to contradict except perhaps my gut
feeling, I want to find out if it’s possible to create an atmosphere for growth and if it’s
possible to measure that growth.
"you can discover more about a person in an hour of play than in a year of conversation"
Plato (429–347 B.C.)

In my thesis I want to show the benefits of this methodology and demonstrate some
indication of how valuable such methods can be in creating good atmosphere of cooperation and mutual respect. For this task, I’m observing student interaction while playing a
game. The students are split up into teams wherein they go through few stages in a game
called “The Island”.
The game was developed within the Harlem Family Institute in New York, USA. Its task is to
build an island in co-operation, split it up between the players and then connect to other
players, first internally and then externally. Each player selects a creature (animal) to be
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placed in his or her section of the island and then selects five objects the player finds
necessary for the creature to have (details of the game are in Appendix #4).
Whilst each participant is occupied in the play, they will begin, through the mechanism of
psychological projection, to manifest themselves on a rather intimate level in the game.
Similar results occur during play therapy sessions. This will eventually enable the participant
to become more self-aware, both within the game and outside its boundaries. This will
hopefully help the person to quickly develop skills for group interaction without the play being
intrusive or damaging, since the person will face his or her own projection.
But what is “Play Therapy”?
Play has been used in therapy for decades, mainly used for children who have been through
trauma. Playing is a vital part of childhood where children learn to interact with others in a
secure environment and learn their own boundaries. The play creates a platform for a
person to work through difficult situations or trauma without having to talk about the subject
itself. Through play, a person might be able to tackle situations or conflicts from another
perspective and without being the main subject.
Groups are a collection of people that form an entity and, in this case, a group of 6 people;
males and females; of various age groups; all students having willingly sought this course.
“Let us conceive for a moment of the group as an entity, a separate living being, a being with its own
personality composed of many separate and unique parts, each part contributing to the whole Similar
to the personality of a person, it is multifaceted. It has a total personality all its own and distinct from
any other; yet it is composed of various personality characteristics. It includes a dependent part, an
obsessive part, an aggressive part, and others. In a group, the separate members (each a complete
universe within himself or herself) are representative of the various personality characteristics that
compose the total person/group.” (Brandler & Roman, 2012, p. 3)

Therapy, from the Latin word ‘therapia’ meaning ‘curing’ or ‘healing’, is more often linked to a
health problem, usually after a diagnosis of some sort. In this context the therapy is given
through play and interaction with others.
“The words “group therapy” conjure up all sorts of mystical and exotic images of persons engaged in
deep analytical and troubling discussions to work through pain to health. Many social group work
settings, however, have a different therapeutic focus. Through play; through recreation; through
competition; through the acquisition of concrete skills; through literature, music, art, and dance; and
through shared learning and growing, clients-members, patients-move to healing, a renewed quality
of life, personal development and satisfaction, and fulfilling social relationships.” (Brandler & Roman,
2012, p. 137)

Play in a therapeutic sense gives a person the freedom of expression through play where
there are few restrictions. A person can express himself or herself within the boundaries of
the play, whether it being through objects or expression.
“The notion that unconscious motivations underlie all human encounters is a basic principle of
psychotherapy and a cornerstone of individual treatment. In groups, too, another level of meaning
exists below the surface. What is initially apparent is not necessarily what is really going on; what is
seen and heard may be a symbolic way of saying something else or something more.” (Brandler &
Roman, 2012, p. 131)
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Projection is often linked to the Rorschach test, a subset of cards with inkblots where
interpretation of the inkblots is solely done by the viewer. Projection plays a big part in
therapeutic play. Without being aware of the revealing part of the projective aspects of the
play, a person reveals information of themselves and if guided correctly should be able to
learn from it, for their own benefits.
“Projection therefore, is the process of contacting and evaluating the stimulus in terms of one’s
experiential structure. It is not necessarily a defensive process, while defensiveness could profoundly
affect the perceptual process.” (Malancharuvil, 2004)

To answer the research question, others must be answered beforehand.

a) How can a development of a person be measured through a single play session,
taking roughly two hours?
b) Is it possible that a person can take a step in developing social skills that can benefit
him or her as a project manager?

Literature review
A lot of material is accessible regarding group dynamic, building teams and interaction both
personal and professional. The psychological aspect is not as clear, and projection is more
related to people in psychotherapy than in building group dynamic within teams.
Interpersonal Living, by Gerard Egan, demonstrates discussion techniques, examples and
exercises to further develop people’s interpersonal skills. This is a key element in developing
a creative and strong group dynamic within teams.
“In the process of growing up, we adopt the attitudes of and imitate the behaviors of significant adults
in an unreflective way. Such behavioral patterns cannot be called values in the full sense of the term,
since they are not freely chosen. But gradually we begin to reflect on our behaviors, and, once this
process begins, the possibility of choosing freely begins with it. Gradually our behaviors and the values
they embody become our responsibility.” (Egan, 1976)

The book Group Work, Skills and Strategies for Effective Interventions, the authors Sondra
Brandler and Camille P. Roman describe the effects of group therapy sessions with
descriptive communications. The reader is given insights into sessions of various types,
having some groups with mandatory participants. Each group focuses on a given topic and
in therapeutic sessions the participants gain insights through discussions.
“Every interaction between people contains multiple levels of meaning; communications must be
understood symbolically as well as literally. We suggest that both latent and manifest content always
exist. There are thoughts never expresses – some of which are not yet known to the person thinking
them – thoughts only alluded to and expressed in seemingly unrelated ways, and thoughts expressed
freely and openly.”(Brandler & Roman, 2012)

Another book, Small Group and Team Communication (Harris & Sherblom, 2004),
emphasizes on the communication within small groups, their life cycle, types of groups and
ways of interaction. In it, Thomas E. Harris and John C. Sherblom demonstrate how effective
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communication and interaction can contribute in developing creative, active and supporting
team members through examples of techniques and models.
“We define communication, in general, as a transaction between and among people, whereby all the
parties are continually and simultaneously sending and receiving information.” (Harris & Sherblom,
2004)

The Team Handbook by Peter R. Scholtes, Brian L. Joiner and Barbara J. Streibel is a
handbook for those leading a change and how to create a team to see them through.
“A team is a complicated creature. Members must work out personal differences, find strengths on
which to build, and balance commitments to the project against the demands of their everyday jobs.”
(Scholtes, 2003)

In her research paper, The Positive Project Team, The Impact of Positive Affectivity on
Project Success, Hafdís Huld Björnsdóttir demonstrated that positive mind-set can have a
positive effect on project success. Two groups are compared, showing difference in
optimism and positivity, where definition of success is shown to be greater in the more
positive group.
“Since projects are built on the people involved, psychology in general can be useful in project
management. It doesn’t matter how you define it. Whether it is positive, negative or neutral. The golden
mean is to draw out the best in all sectors of psychology and is possibly the best way to go.”
(Björnsdóttir, 2015)

An article in American Journal of Psychoterapy, the author Niva Waiswol, M.A, writes about
psychological tests, their usefulness and difference. The aspect of projective techniques
from the viewpoint of the patient and the authoritative person, the dilemma of countertransference and benefits of various tests.
“Projective techniques, by bypassing the conscious resistance of anxiety and defence, elicits
information about the hidden side of perception and thoughts processes, personality, emotions, and
psychodynamic processes.” (Waiswol, 1995)

In another article in the SIS Journal of Projective Psychology & Mental Health, Chris
Piotrowski states the importance of teaching projective technique and to study the impact on
personality assessments in the profession.
“It is disheartening to conclude that proponents of personality assessment, particularly those who
embrace projective techniques, will not find a welcome home in the academy.”(Piotrowski, 2017)

In the American Journal of Psychoanalysis, Joseph M. Malancharuvil describes the
difference between projection and introjection, the way we receive and project information.
“Projection therefore, is the process of contacting and evaluating the stimulus in terms of one’s
experiential structure.” (Malancharuvil, 2004)
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Method
The task included observation of a group of students while playing the game “The Island”.
As the play progresses, the students will be interrupted with open questions, while still
playing. Questions are regarding the process of the game, what they are trying to succeed at
and possibly what strategic processes they are using.
In the end, a questionnaire will be submitted, after the play, where students are asked to
recollect what they were doing, how they felt and what emotions they went through.

Result
The play session started late Saturday afternoon at the premises at Reykjavik University.
The playground is located in a double classroom for the MPM students. The area for the
game is roughly 15x10 meters. In one end a table is located with all items needed to play the
game: straws, newspapers, magazines, animals, cubes and so forth. In the center is a
rolled-out paper roll. (See images in appendix #2.) The game is played in sections, each
section represented with a slide. On the slides there are no instructions or indicating images
(see in appendix #3). The instructor gives minimal information only when needed.

Introduction
The group has already been strategically split up into teams and the game starts with
introduction of the rooms setup. Each team is then instructed to select a representative for
the group. This is done in few seconds, all who are selected are women.
Discussion

How did you feel when you were told that you would play a game?
Most of the people expressed excitement and curiosity, but some were alerted.
Excited
It was OK
Doubtful
A change

43%
32%
17%
8%

“I felt alright, decided to go to the game with an open mind, and yet several
thoughts came to mind whether this might have negative impact later on.”

“Rather well, had some expectations the game might leave behind a positive and practical experience.
I think playing draws out aspects from people that you have difficulties accessing with other means.
Creates closeness between the students.”

The ocean
Each representative is given a blue cloth and the group is instructed to find a location for the
team’s ocean. The location can be anywhere within the parameter of the playground.
All teams locate the ocean where they initially stand with minimal or no discussion. The
atmosphere in the group is good and most of the students are on high alert.

The island
The instructor now asks each team to select a representative to collect a basket with
scissors, glue, clay and crayons and to come and cut out an island from the paper roll in the
middle.
The cutting takes a short time, some collaborate while others dig in. One team is not happy
with the size of the island and cuts out additional piece. Some members start to draw
landscape and animals, but others watch without interfering into the process.
A lot of uncertainty is displayed by the players, manifesting in frequent questions regarding
the size of the island, structure and purpose.
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Discussion

How did you feel about the location of your ocean, the size and the shape of the island, compared
to others? Why?
Vast majority expressed their feelings regarding the shape, size and location of their island.
Few pointed out the uncertainty of the game and therefor the difficulty of deciding what to
do.
Described opinion
Emotions described
No opinion
A team’s decision

54%
21%
17%
8%

“I was filled with pride regarding our island and thought it special and
the finest.”

Landscape
Tools for crafting are distributed and the instructor describes the next phase. Now the teams
are to design a landscape collectively on the island. No animals or creatures live on the
island. All items on the table are allowed to be used for the creation.
The teams are very tightly huddled and there is a discussion regarding locations of
mountains, rivers and beaches. At one time an observer walks to each team and asked what
is being done but interruptions are not welcome, although politely received. The team
members do not check what others are doing, the focus remains instead within the team. A
few members are not contributing but observe and make occasional remarks.
As the work progresses almost all team members contribute in some way. A portion of
members have selected their own part and focus solely on that piece of the island and a
handful even works on their own. One team has a strong leader giving indication of vision
that is followed by most of the others. Few members start drawing or creating animals for the
island and a lot of questions emerge regarding the purpose of the island.
A couple of members walk away from their islands to another part of the room, away from
the game, others step aside and go to their phones. Most of the group is however taking full
part of the exercise and keep adding new and more crafty things to the island. There is a lot
more of discussions, collaboration between members and they now take the time to check
what others are doing.
It takes a bit of time for the instructor to gain attention from the group in the end of the
session.
The instructor now describes the islands, the landscape and structure in a positive way.
Group members are pleased with their work, proud of their contribution and the spirit is high.
Discussion

How did you feel about making the beautiful landscape? Why?
Emotions described
Described opinion
A team’s decision
No opinion

65%
21%
12%
2%

“A bit like being in kindergarten in the beginning but fun.
Embraced the game fully and took part wholeheartedly.”

“Found it exciting and the group was very cohesive in building something everyone agreed upon.”

How did you feel when you were co-creating the landscape of the island? Why?
Overall the people express thoughts of solidarity but not everyone get their say.
A team’s decision
Emotions described
Described opinion
No opinion

51%
40%
8%
1%
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“I came up with some ideas though not all were agreed upon within the group, but I found myself a
specific area as the project evolved.”
“Thought I had to express my view so that my ideas would be able to be enjoyed.”

. Here we see description of joyfulness, being a part of the creation, playing with others
“Took a bit of a controlling role – had very firm view on how I thought some things should be”
“in the beginning there was a flow of ideas and everyone started doing something, both chaotic but
also just fine. Some things we discussed but others not. Overall I felt good and wondered where this
was going and the purpose of the game”

Borders
At this stage the instructor says the islands must be split up between the team members and
with borders. All members are reminded that after this is done it cannot be altered.
The atmosphere changes drastically. A big surprise and disappointment is indicated from the
members and most of them start to indicate their desires and what they would like to have.
The teams resolve the issue in different ways; Few teams discuss a common place where all
can meet, a free zone, from where the borders are drawn. Few teams discuss how each
member can have critical elements for survival on his or her section. Few decide to take
“their” part of the island, where they contributed the most.
In the end few teams forgot their borders, and few skipped them completely. Others create
them from clay or paper, different height and structure is selected.
The instructor tries to humorize the atmosphere but is met with coldness or sarcasm.
Discussion

What happened with you and how did you feel about splitting up the island? Why?
Both excitement and uncertainty expressed and a conflict between own interests and the
group as a whole.
My own interests
Collective interests
No opinion

66%
31%
3%

“then a fighting spirit arose to claim the ‘best’ part of the island and
not being left behind with a lousy area.”

“Good, was first to select a challenging (difficult) area, want to relieve others, want to work, want to
have challenges and plenty to do.”
“Found it dreading, it is much better to work in a group than as individual. But we split it up evenly
between us.
“I was not happy because we had created it together. I imagined that in the end we would turn on each
other and found it an unexciting angle. At first I thought if it mattered what was inside each part and
wanted to make sure I would at least get everything I needed on my part to survive.”
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What kind of protections did you create? Why?
Although many expressed that no need was for boundaries or protection most of them
created some sort of protection, a wall of clay or paper. In only 5 instances a need for
Needed
4 boundaries was expressed, others expressed no need of their
Little need
19 part but few accepted boundaries after discussions within the
Some needed
6 team.
“I didn’t create protections, my first thought was that I did not need to raise walls or anything else,
found the landscape beautiful and thought we ought to work together we who had split up the island.
But my neighbors decided (2 who had land to mine to raise little fence) found it alright then to clarify
section.”
“Walls and bricks. Placed a large wall where open area. Then I placed lower wall to protect against
invasion from the other side. Thought the game would evolve into us attacking areas of others and
thus had to guard my area.”

What does it tell you about your psychological boundaries, need for protection and psychological
self-mechanism?
Although not everyone linked their own protection to the ones created in the game, most of
them expressed some inclination of their own need, whether it being any or none.
“I don’t think I need much of protection and think I usually don’t need them being able to protect
myself.”
“Don’t think it says a lot since I was doing it in a game. But I do also acknowledge the possibility I
might be wrong”
“I don’t think I need to put up protections and the group was collectively on it. I do not have a lot of
need to put up protections.”
“I don’t know. I can be on alert but also not. I do sometimes need protections and psychological selfguard, as everyone else, so I wouldn’t say it was descriptive of me being totally unprotected.”

Inhabitant
Now is the time for animals or creatures of any kind to be placed on the islands. Each
member selects only one from the selection on the table and are reminded that after this
session they cannot alter the selection.
The atmosphere changes again, now for the better. Questions arise, like: “Only one?”,
“Anything I like?”, “Take with me?”, “Can I select more than one?”, “Can I select that one?”.
Team members take a good time in selecting and checking if the selection fits. They check
what other team members have selected. Some teams seem to have lost its group dynamic
from previous sessions.
Discussion

What animal did you choose, why, and what does that say about you?
Most of the selections were made by the role of the inhabitant. Animals in vast majority. The
need for food, protection and survival being the most needed quality.
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“I chose a deer. Because a wasn’t sure whether it would provide me with food or being that animal
that should fight. I saw the deer could fulfill both qualities. It could demonstrate that I was thinking of
the tactical aspect of the project.”

Role
Defense
Safety
Exotic
Need for escape
Other

56%
22%
10%
5%
3%
5%

“Giant spider. Expected a fight on the island, spider would probably
survive? Deceitful and cunning?”
“Chose a domestic animal it would then give something to nourish.
Probably saying that one isn’t aggressive because some chose a
predator.”

You could have chosen any animal but chose this one? Why?
Again, the purpose of the selection is stated and also the unknown purpose of the game. But
other issues emerged.
“I didn’t want to select a predator and I wanted to select an animal that I find noble. Rhino and elephant
could probably both meet that criteria.”
“I think I chose it because I need to be stronger than before being in the position I am in my life now.”
“I was trying to see the game as a strategy in the world of grown-ups. I was expecting that I should be
sensible and take logical decisions in the real world. I wasn’t connected enough with the creativity and
the courage maybe because my selection is dented by the uncertainty and lack of premise security. “

Needs
The instructor now tells the group it’s time to select five needs for the animal or creature
selected as inhabitant. Each team member is to select items from the table to fulfill the
needs for his or her inhabitant. Anything can be selected. There is a silent mood in the room.
People walk around and view what is offered. Some select other animals or creatures,
others create needs with their own material or cut out images from magazines.
Discussion

Then you picked the five needs for the animal, what did you choose and what do they tell you
about your needs? Why?
The selected inhabitant was the main focus of selected needs.
Connections
Food
Environment
Shelter
Playthings
Freedom
Other

29%
27%
24%
16%
2%
1%
1%

“I just created the basic 4 needs of the cow, drinking water, grass to bite,
shelter and place to do your business. Those are of course also my
needs, but I was totally not thinking of the cow as a representation of me,
but I thought of the situation it was in and focused on what cow’s might
usually need. No social thinking and didn’t realize you could select other
animals or even humans to place on the island at this time.”

“A house, company, and relaxation. I had food and water on the island and didn’t need anything else.”
“A cloak, sword, fire, wagon and a little bear. I need shelter, tools, transportation, company and fire in
the heart”
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National
Now the instructor tells the teams it’s time to connect nationally: “connect to whomever you
want within the island”.
There are more discussions in the room, within the teams. The atmosphere is more positive
now and borders are altered to indicate openness. Some people have left the game, only to
observe what others are doing.
Discussion

When you went national, to whom did you connect with and why?
No answer was given of the number of connections or elaborated on it, only whether a
Everyone
15 connection had been made. Most teams connected internally
Some
13 without problems or negotiations, but few people were still on
None
1 guard.

“We tried to arrange it, so we could have access to each other in any way, but the easiest way was to
connect to the single area connected to mine with a brick wall. In any case there was a big lake in the
middle we thought of as a possibility to access all the other areas.”
“I connected to no one. I waited to see to whom the others were connecting. Their connections were
convenient for me if I needed to fight or invade the others, so I chose to connect to none. I did however
let the others know that I thought we were about to play this Risk game and therefore I had decided
on this strategy.”
“I connected one team member. Stronger than others, we were on the same wave length. This is very
descriptive of me, connect the team easily but always a single “teammate””

To whom did you not connect with, and why?
There seemed to be a good cohesion amongst the teams and only a handful expressed their
opinion regarding someone they did not want to connect with.
“Those who were too busy of their defenses and that they owned a special part of the island.”

The main reason a connection was made was a discussion within the teams. When they
The team
15 described the reason why a connection was made it seems to be
Business
7 the team’s collective effort played a big part. So not many were
A threat
2 left out and in all, most connected internally.
Other
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“We all connected, and all had something to give.”
“Same answer. I didn’t connect to those who were close to me geographically. I do want to connect to
some more than others in this game – to some I just have a good mood with. But maybe I will get to
know the others better and will enlarge the group I like within the class.”
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Global
It’s time to connect to other islands and the instructor tells the team members to use any
medium they like to indicate the connection.
Some connections are made instantly and, as the session progresses, more people indicate
their intention to be a part of the connections created. One island connects to all others and
becomes the center of the net. Only handful of members take part in this session and lead
the way for others, in high spirits. Around half of the original participants have checked out
emotionally and show little or no interest in the proceeding.
Discussion

When you went to connect with other islands, did you go collectively as a group or did you do it
as an individual? Why?
Many reasons emerge, and it seems that by share luck or by effort of few individuals a net
of connection is made between the islands. Some have checked out and observe while the
other teammates build their network, believing it will benefit the whole team in the end.
Collectively
Singularly

62%
38%

“At this point I had almost left the game, let the other teammates connect. I
didn’t realize it should be done in another way than to connect the whole
island to another island.”

“First on my own and then we decided to go together.”
“I let the others create connection with others. At this time in the game I had become uncertain
regarding its evolvement and whether we were actually going to attack each other. Therefore, I
decided to wait and see how it would evolve to minimize the damage if we were aiming for world
domination”
“Didn’t go as a group, I started and created connections and when I came back others (individuals)
from the group had created more connections”
“Other islands approached us, and we agreed to connect to them.”

To whom did you want to connect with and to whom not? Why?
Vast majority expressed their will to connect to everyone, someone they had connection
with, from business point of view or from the type of inhabitant.
“Wanted to connect with everyone, we are all friends here in this course and I saw no reason why we
should not be that any longer.”
“All who wanted to connect with me.”
“I wasn’t in that spot that I didn’t want to connect with any group. I thought it just fine that we would
connect to everyone”
“I didn’t have any special need to connect to other islands. I thought our island to be sustainable
society.”
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Those who did not want to connect to someone had their inhabitant’s benefits in view, e.g. if
the connected inhabitant is a predator.
“wanted to connect to everyone but then one island didn’t want to connect so then we didn’t want to
connect to it”

Review
Finally, it’s time for a review of the game. The instructor goes through each step of the
game, the purpose of each session is described and how that might affect people; The
projection and reflection, the emotions, connections, and our defenses.
In the beginning the group seems to be interested in what the game is all about but slowly,
but surely, the purpose sinks in and the atmosphere changes again. People become absent
minded and when the instructor talks about defenses most of the group is now in defense
mode, with arms crossed.
The group is tired after a long day and a demanding game. When this session is coming to a
close the interest in the game diminishes and no one is observing the islands before them
on the floor, the connections made or the craftmanship of others.
The group leaves after one hour and thirty minutes of play therapy session in low spirit and
almost in silence.
Next day a questionnaire is sent to the students, see Appendix #1. The instructor reviews
the game beforehand explaining each step again.
Discussion

What do you think was the purpose of the game?
There is a lot of musing in the group. Some are unclear regarding the purpose but almost all
reflect on their own behavior and what their impact might have been on the team or what
impact the team has had on them.
“To view oneself in a teamwork where the result is unclear and not knowing where its headed and
what the end goal is. But I didn’t realize while we were playing”
“To view how one reacts to happenings in a group, how one reacts to own feelings that emerge and
how the response and interaction to others might be. To view how one might influence the team and
be happy with oneself and one’s own while being an eager participant in the team and being influenced
by it. Also, to see how one’s person is naturally exposed in game and creation – how connected one
is to one’s self.”
“I’m still uncertain. Right in the beginning I had told myself we were going to play a war game. It might
teach myself not to be too stuck on one believe and to be open for other possibilities.”

What do you believe you've learned about team management from the game?
Here the focus is on interaction and teamwork. How should one begin, maybe a bit more
discussions in the beginning and while playing? The role of the manager, how that person
should be and to act.
“It has to be taken care of that all within the group are active all the time. My group was rather collective
in design and creating the island and splitting it up. All were happy and fair but then in the end it
resolved a bit.”
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“I’ve learned that mutual trust is important, a conversation and pre-agreed decisions are beneficial.
I’ve also learned that the one who first steps forward gains the speech and a certain power. That there
is a lot going on between individuals within a group, people are different, I saw e.g. different
enthusiasm and ambition of the task within the group.”
“People are different and have different focus, views and way of working. Also, it is important that the
manager in a team needs to be a role model and be able to put together individuals with different skill
set. This was quite clear in the game.”
“That people are different, and I cannot assume everyone thinks the way I do. Therefore, a room for
discussions is needed to talk and to realize the matters.”

How would you describe the group dynamic in the group in the beginning?
There was a tension in the beginning, expression of excitements, uncertainty and some
alerted.
“It was very good, soft and funny, we got along just fine and there were no major disputes – it went
rather smooth in my opinion.”
“Little in the beginning but increased as it went on, we didn’t agree on how the island should look like
at first but then we reached an agreement and probably a group dynamic.”
“We were very uncertain. Not everyone knew each other from group work and we were very alert.
Joy on the surface but alerted.”
“Divided, uncertain, no group dynamic

How about in the end, please describe?
Description of pride and relief.
“more empathy and pride”
“In the end I found the group dissolve a bit”
“The atmosphere was also good in the end. I thought we were all together content and proud of our
island, photographed and connected to it.”
“Similar, possibly a relief of not needing to take “difficult” decisions”

Some expressed a broken empathy by the time the island had been split up and could not
be fully mended.
“It was good again, weren’t quite as content with our island because we ruined it with those defenses.
It came again from when we had created the defenses to when we had connected each other again.”
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“People were beginning to be alert, guard their own area and there was a lot more silence in the
group.”
“A bit broken, the island had been split up and each individual was fighting more for their own.”

Conclusion
I’ve been privileged in having access to so many outstanding lecturers, my fellow students
who have been at my side all the way, given me strength and guidance these last two years
and contributed to this work in so many ways.
Helgi Thor Ingason and Bob Dignen contributed greatly in my selection of research paper
and what angles I could take on and Hrafnhildur Sif Sverrrisdottir who wrote “The role of
project owners in software companies” in 2014 had a valuable impact on the path I chose in
the end.
I want to thank the MPM2019 students for their valuable contribution and for allowing us to
observe their session and participating in this research.
For her valuable time in reviewing my spelling and grammar before it could be handed in,
Berglind Hrefna Sigurthorsdottir for an evening well spent.
I especially want to thank Dr Haukur Ingi Jonasson for his guidance and insights in this topic.
It has been a privilege to have his contribution working on the thesis and having him as a
tutor the last two year. His insights and knowledge in this field has contributed greatly to my
interest of human behavior when it comes to team work.
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Appendix #1:
Q 01.
Q 02.
Q 03.
Q 04.
Q 05.
Q 06.
Q 07.
Q 08.
Q 09.
Q 10.
Q 11.
Q 12.
Q 13.
Q 14.
Q 15.
Q 16.
Q 17.
Q 18.
Q 19.
Q 20.
Q 21.

Questionnaire

How did you feel when you were told that you would play a game?
How did you feel about the location of your ocean, the size and the shape of the island,
compared to others? Why?
How did you feel about making the beautiful landscape? Why?
How did you feel when you were co creating the landscape of the island? Why?
What happened with you and how did you feel about splitting up the island? Why?
What kind of protections did you create? Why?
What does it tell you about your psychological boundaries, need for protection and
psychological self-mechanism?
What animal did you choose, why, and what does that say about you?
You could have chosen any animal but chose this one? Why?
Then you picked the five needs for the animal, what did you choose and what do they
tell you about your needs? Why?
When you went national, to whom did you connect with and why?
To whom did you not connect with, and why?
When you went to connect with other islands, did you go collectively as a group or did
you do it as an individual? Why?
To whom did you want to connect with and to whom not? Why?
What do you think was the purpose of the game?
What do you believe you've learned about team management from the game?
How would you describe the group dynamic in the group in the beginning?
How about in the end, please describe?
How would you describe how you feel now in the end if you could choose at least three
and up to five words?
Gender
Age group
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
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Appendix #2:

Research data – images
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Appendix #3:

The Island – slides
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Appendix #4:

The Island - description

The game is based on projective psychology and its action learning.
The game aims at engaging the creative side of participants mind and let them forget
themselves in the act of playing.
What the participants will experience or are made to believe is that game is just a game, and
that we will be playing the game in steps.
You will know one step at a time in the game and have to follow the instructions carefully.
Teams created on the spot (6 groups)
Create a contract, all participants agree to participate.
#1 the group is split into subgroups done just on random basis with the aim of having as
even number as possible, male and female participants in each.
The venue is a large classroom and people can spread without limitations within the room.

Figure 1: The room setup

At the long end is a table with toys and objects, pictures, crayons, clay and other craft tools.
Instructor is by the table and will introduce to the players the idea of the ocean, and says the
whole floor is an ocean. To create more realistic image of the ocean a cloth will be given to
each group (2,5*2,5) to be laid on the floor.
#2 The group will assign a representative to pick up the blue cloth and bring it to the team.
The group has to find its spot, where their ocean is located, any place in the floor they seem
fit.
#3 The instructor will distribute scissors / glue for the play ahead or ask the group to assign
another representative to fetch for the team.
A big role of paper is rolled out somewhere in the midst of the room and the groups have to
cut out an island to be placed on the ocean, the size and shape is theirs to decide but it has
to fit within the bounds of the ocean.
Lay the island on the ocean and from now on the location is fixed.
Look at the world (what have others done)
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#4 Assignment – co create the landscape on the island (up to 20 min to create and color)

Figure 2: The island

No one lives on the island at this time and it’s absolutely bare, however because you are
there you can create a beautiful landscape, use your creativity to create the landscape.
Look at the world
#5 Now you have created this wonderful island, think of its defenses.
Now you have to negotiate how you will split up the island, there are 6 participants and
you’ve found out you cannot own it together, so you have to split it up and make clear
borders.
Also, think now of your protection => define border protection in a creative way.
Remember you cannot change once you have turned the page. (after each section)
#6 Now you will have to put the inhabitant. On your part of the island lives only one animal, it
can be any animal created. Please come to the table and choose an animal.
Remember, after an animal is chosen it cannot be changed, pick any one you like.
Take it to your part of the island and place it there.
#7 Now you have chosen an inhabitant (animal), and you have to think of its needs. To
make it simple It has five needs. On the table there are many items you can choose from,
images and playful things. Think very carefully, find those items from the table to fulfill those
five needs of the animal. You can also create the needs you want to fulfill.
Remember that once they have been located on the island they cannot be changed.
Now go around and explain the needs of the animal and how they fulfill them.
Look at the islands and make an exhibition regarding what can be seen, view all islands.
Go back to your island.
#8 Let’s go national. Think of how you want to establish connection to others on the island,
to whom do you want to connect to and to whom not.
Remember this is a game, we are playing and being creative.
Now you are national
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#9 Let’s go global. How do you want to interconnect to other islands? With whatever means
you find necessary. You can play with anything you have or anything you can find on the
table.
Great! Now a whole world has been created, you’ve established your land, nation and global
network.
This marks the end of the game, congratulation, good work, best group ever!
#10 But why are we doing this? (reason)
This game is about you, and you in the context of others. It’s about group dynamics and
about how you feel about working with others. How is it for you to be in a group
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